“Swingin’ On The Golden Gate” –
A Survey of Blues, R&B, Jazz & Gospel Music on
Independent Record Labels in the
San Francisco Bay Area, 1945–1958
by Opal Louis Nations

These are the unabridged and complete liner notes for a proposed 4-CD box set (unissued) that were later published in a
much shortened form as a CD booklet to JSP Records’ “Swingin’ on the Golden Gate” 2-CD set (May 2010). The original
proposed 4-CD box set included gospel music, as well as blues, jazz and R&B.

Fillmore Street, late 1940s

Minnie Lue’s, North Richmond, ca. 1950

The historical picture of black music in the San Francisco–Bay Area is a colorful one. Dixieland and Ragtime jazz has
been a part of the musical fabric since it came to the Bay Area’s Barbary Coast more than a century ago. Be-bop and
Swing flourished on the metropolitan San Francisco night club scene for three decades at least. Local rock & roll and
rockabilly, oddly enough, never really produced much significant national talent. Collectors, for the most part, turned
to “star” performers from out of state. Gospel music sprang into being in the Twenties and Thirties and was mainly an
East Bay phenomenon which thrived through the healthy growth of the church establishment.
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The Bay Area blues evolved mainly during World War II when it came to be a style closely identified as East
Bay. Rhythm & Blues at first was a soft, jazz-inflected, cocktail kind of small ensemble music which grew “hard-edged”
due to the migration of blue-collar musicians from out of state. Although there were street corner harmonists clear
across the Bay Area, doo-wop never really flourished as well as it did in Southern California. This was because few
small indie record companies favored harmonic street music. Here again, because San Francisco always catered to
those of a more sophisticated taste, the hallway harmonists were often left out in the cold. Those few with starry-eyed
ambition headed south to audition at disceries in Los Angeles and Hollywood. Specialty, Dootone, Combo, Modern and
others took in Bay Area talent and offered a chance at the golden ring. Berkeley’s Music City was really the only wellconnected label. But many feared to go there after hearing stories of false promises and payments unfulfilled.
Despite this fact, the Delcro / Music City indie grew to become one of the East Bay’s most significant
purveyors of doo-wop, soul and gospel quartet music. Although it was not possible for us to include Delcro / Music
City releases on this set, we have chosen to include a brief history in our notes.
It was not until the 1960s and the growth of rock music that San Francisco became an important hub on the
map and a vibrant Mecca for musicians from far and wide. The growth of indie record labels in the San Francisco–Bay
Area had its beginnings in the development of recorded music that started in the late 19th Century.

Phonographic development in the San Francisco–Bay Area:
In December 1877, in a small laboratory in West Orange, New Jersey, Thomas Alva Edison made the first recording of
a human voice on the first tin-foil cylinder phonograph. In 1877, Edison filed a patent for a phonograph using wax
cylinders and driven by a battery-powered motor. San Francisco entered the pioneering picture in May 1889 when
the first “phonographic parlor” opened in the City. Customers sat at a desk where they would speak through a tube
and order a musical selection for a nickel. Through a separate tube connected to a cylinder phonograph in the
manned room below, the request would be played.
By 1895, most other U.S. cities had followed San Francisco’s example and had opened “parlors” of their
own. San Francisco set another precedent when a year later the city presented the first “juke box” at the Palais Royal
Saloon. This was a coin-operated cylinder phonograph with four listening tubes. The “juke box” earned more than a
thousand dollars over its first six months of operation. Commercial nickel phonographs kept the industry alive during
the 1890s Depression when seven-inch rubber discs went briefly into manufacture. The more malleable shellac
replaced rubber in 1896. The ten-inch 78 RPM format came about in 1901, the two-sider in 1904. 78 RPM records
lasted for forty-two years.
Endless wrangling and heated debate preceded the birth of the 45 RPM record in 1949, sixteen years after
the industry’s first attempts to manufacture album-length records. Synthetic resin (plastic) technology began in 1907
when Belgian-born American Lee Baekeland discovered a method for manufacturing a translucent substance that
could be molded into any shape. He called it Bakelite. Between Bakelite’s commercial applications and the invention
and use of Vinylite (polyvinyl chloride, or PVC) in 1930 there were other similar inventions. One of these was Flexo.
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Flexo records went into production in Kansas City in 1925. These flexible records were the brainchild of Jesse
J. Warner. Warner pressed records for private custom, ranging from three to six inches in a variety of colors, playable
at 78 or 33 1/3 RPM speeds. Sometimes he would press one side in one speed and the flip in another. Warner moved
from Kansas City to San Francisco in 1929. He set up The Pacific Coast Record Company at 1040 Geary Street
(currently home of the Baart Narcotic Treatment Program), and installed himself as recording engineer. Warner set
out recording ballroom orchestras for his Flexo Records imprint. He hired white pianist and bandleader Jack Coakley
as his musical director.
Warner continued to put out private recordings as well as commercial ones. Some grooves were cut to be
played from the outside in, others from the inside out. None of Flexo’s recorded talent could remember where Flexos
were sold or recall ever having copies to sell at live concerts. All records were touted as “unbreakable” and
everlasting. They supposedly could not be cracked or broken. Outrageously hilarious claims were made in Flexo’s
advertising blurbs like “Flexo records do not mutilate or mar easily and have been put through extraordinary tests.
They have been thrown in the streets, run over by automobiles and trucks for hours at a time and laid out in full
sunshine without meltdown.”
In 1930 Warner put out beautiful six-inch blush-pink discs of Hollywood celebrities like Louella Parsons and
Norma Shearer. He even invented a company to market them, Hollywood Enterprises, Inc. Flexo also put out
recordings by one of San Francisco’s most popular black musicians, Henry Starr.

Henry Starr on KRE of Berkeley, late 1920s – photo and advertisement

Starr was the first black entertainer to guest on a radio program in San Francisco. This was The Edna Fischer show on
KPO in 1929. Starr sang and played piano and fielded listeners’ requests. Henry Starr was born in Oakland and
recorded during the 1920s with Curtis Mosby’s Blues Blowers Dixieland jazz band on Columbia. He traveled and
recorded in England with the Café Richards Syncopators during the mid-1930s. Starr’s Flexo recording of “Mr.
Froggie” is worth upwards of $150. Starr came to Flexo through Jack Coakley who was a close friend. Starr went on to
host his own radio show, “Hot Spot on Radio” on KAKA and KFRC. Starr is remembered as playing hot boogie woogie
piano.
Warner was a first rate inventor but the worst imaginable businessman. Flexo went bankrupt in 1934 and he
went on to set up Titan Productions to continue his Hollywood celebrity waxings. The new company folded in 1939.
Another extremely unique and interesting San Francisco actor, composer and record label proprietor and
would-be political figure was Tom Spinosa who passed in November, 2008 at the age of ninety-three. Always sporting
a black fedora, Spinosa ran as token Republican candidate twenty-one times and holds the unblemished record of
being defeated every time. A thrifty man, he recycled his campaign literature from previous races. As an actor he went
by the name Don Cavalier. Among his compositions is the official San Francisco cable car and 49er song, “Dinky Little
Cable Car.”
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Spinosa created Cavalier Records some time in the late 1940s. One of his earliest 78 releases was an Art
Perry record supported by guitarist Nick Esposito who recorded behind Vivianne Greene on her successful recording
of “Honey, Honey, Honey” on Trilon and cut sides for Bill McCall’s Four Star, and of course recorded impressive work
for Don Hemby’s Pacific Records. We have included three of these on this collection. Spinosa also put out an excellent
album by Jesse Fuller a year after the World song sides included on this collection.

Jesse Fuller – World Song LP “Working on the Railroad”

Let us not forget the ragtime pianist Burt Bailes who not only waxed for Spinosa but played behind gospel
diva Sister Lottie Peavy in 1937 alongside Bunk Johnson’s band and again with Bob Scobey’s Frisco Band on the
Good Time jazz imprint. Bob Scobey is represented here with sides from the Ragtime label.

Bob Scobey

Black Oakland-born folk and blues guitarist/singer Stan Wilson cut at least six albums for Spinosa. Unfortunately,
space does not permit us to include him. Those are just a few of the artists from both the black and white sides of his
catalog.
While Jesse J. Warner brought colored Flexo to the Bay Area, Max and Sol Weiss of Fantasy Records brought
colored vinyl albums and singles. Fantasy Records, one of the Bay Area’s most important re-issue labels, was founded
in San Francisco in 1949. The Weiss brothers had operated a pressing plant before that date. Early issues focused
around the increasingly popular Latin-tinged jazz scene. The Galaxy subsidiary was founded in 1951. The parent
company switched the Cal Tjader Trio from Fantasy to Galaxy and issued five 78 RPM singles spanning just over a
year. (One of the five featured Vido Musso.)
_____________________________________________________________________________
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By 1955, Fantasy seems to have almost faded from the picture as a singles releasing company. Then Galaxy
and Fantasy albums and EPs began to emerge. Both Fantasy and Galaxy were named after science fiction magazines.
Galaxy re-emerged as an ongoing singles company in 1961, after six years’ dormancy. Albums and EPs hit the streets
after Saul Zaentz joined the company. Zaentz eventually bought out his partners and the entire operation moved to
Berkeley in 1971. From here they grew into a significant, progressive jazz discery before a buy-out by Concord Jazz.
Our first important indie exclusion is Delcro / Music City, perhaps the most significant label for doo-wop
recording and one that continued producing soul group sides into the 1970s. We include here a short history of the
label’s life.
Our second important indie exclusion is Little Jesse Jaxyson’s Jaxyson label. The reason for his is because a
complete collection of Jaxyson’s work is currently available. (See our Liner Notes list for details.)

Ray Dobard and Music City Records
On June 23rd, 2004 Raymond L. Dobard passed away due to complications suffered from throat cancer. This was
compounded by serious deafness and severe macular degeneration. Dobard, born in New Orleans August 31st,
1921, was founder and owner of the Delcro label which first operated out of offices at 3304 Adeline Street in Berkeley
and the wider-recognized Music City imprint (founded in 1954) out of 1815 Alcatraz Avenue in Berkeley. He also
proprietored the Gation Publishing Company, Music City Promotions, a recording service and the Music City Radio
Show which was broadcast over KSOL, co-hosted with popular deejay Dr. Soul, during the early 1960s. Broadcasts
were conducted from inside his Alcatraz store.
At one point Dobard rented two Music City record stores and two recording studios, the largest of which at
one point was lined with empty egg cartons to deafen sound. Dobard attributes and preoccupations can be listed as
electrician, carpenter, contractor, record producer, promoter, tireless disabled persons’ rights advocate, innovator
and vexational litigant, the last being declared and made public notice by California’s Court of appeal, First Appellate
District, in 1998 for repeatedly filing frivolous allegations which included Berkeley’s failure to provide televised
meetings for the hearing impaired, so-called constitutional violations of his rental property and lack of blue zone
parking for disabled persons at Berkeley’s City Hall.
On the plus side, Dobard for many years took in rent-subsidized, homeless persons and housed them above
this commercial property.
Dobard’s contributions to black popular music in the East Bay unquestionably have been substantial.
Back in the 1950s, if you had a doo-wop group together, you would go straight to Dobard despite your age
or talent and after auditioning you, he would most likely be interested in cutting a record. Dobard was the only
effective recording outlet for street corner harmonists and knew how to profit by them through radio and other media.
He would almost always operate by himself, but sometimes would take up with others like Nathaniel “The Magnificent”
Montague and James Moore of Jasmin Records.
Dobard moved from New Orleans to Berkeley during World War II. Using his building trade skills taught to him
by his father, he started a contracting business in the East Bay. The building industry was booming and Dobard
earned ninety dollars a week for his skills. The average wage during that time was upwards of ten dollars a week,
which proved how hard Dobard must have worked. Dobard saved a little money and thought of going into the music
business. He noticed a number of small, independent record labels popping up around the Bay Area and befriended
the proprietor of one of them, Bob Geddins of Big Town Records then situated at 711 Seventh Street in neighboring
Oakland.
Dobard wanted a piece of the action but waited until 1953 when he jumped into the music publishing
business by setting up the Delcro publishing company. He then built a small office at 3304 Adeline Street and set up
Delcro Records. Dobard’s first release, featuring Alfred Harrison or Del Graham and supported by the Que Martin
Orchestra (Delcro 065), probably appeared before Dobard’s recording studio was up and running on Alcatraz
Avenue.
When the Music City label started taking off in 1955, Dobard dropped the Delcro imprint but revived it two
years later. Delcro jazz items showed up on album up until the late 1950s. Only months after launching Delcro,
Dobard built the Music City record store from a new address at 1815 Alcatraz Avenue in Berkeley. While keeping
Delcro Publishing, he added his Gation Publishing set up to it. He built a small studio in the back. Dobard’s wife
Jeanne, referred to as “Jo” by the clientele, managed the store while her husband conducted recordings in the back.
_____________________________________________________________________________
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The first Music City release featured Que Martin (variously spelled Que Martyn) with and without crooning
balladeer Dan Grissom singing the pop-oriented “Faded leaves.” Johnny Heartsman served as Dobard’s house band
leader and doubled on occasional sessions for Bob Geddins. Heartsman said Dobard put him on a weekly paid
retainer when he was finishing high school. Heartsman, in fact, did much more than play. He would help work
arrangements and bring the artists along.
Dobard’s first real break came in August 1955 with the release of the Four Deuces’ “W-P-L-J” (White port
and lemon juice.) Luther McDaniels of Salinas, the group’s second tenor, came up with the idea which evolved out of
the song “Work with me Annie.” Dobard was still hoping to snatch the golden ring by re-arranging songs that had
proved a success. “I was fooling around on the keyboard and thinking about the time a friend of mine had taken me
down to the river one day to check his rabbit traps,” said Luther. On the way, the friend had introduced Luther to the
mix of white port with lemon juice which eventually became the group’s “trademark.” The song came together around
the celebration of the drink. “W-P-L-J” was rumored to have sold over a million copies.
Dobard’s second successful release was by the Gaylarks. They hit with a song called “Romantic memories.”
The Gaylarks not only served as Music City’s back-up singers, but with six releases under their belts, they turned out
to be the longest surviving and most successful outfit Dobard was able to keep on his label.
Then Dobard’s fortunes increased with the release of his house-band’s “Johnny’s house party” – Parts 1
and 2 – with boisterous party atmosphere added by the Gaylarks. “Johnny’s house party” by Johnny Heartsman & the
Rhythm Rockers is a catchy instrumental similar to Bill Doggett’s “Honky Tonk” of August 1956. The last of Music
City’s major sellers, “Johnny’s house party,” climbed to number thirteen on Billboard’s R&B singles charts.
The L.A.-born Heartsman had started out at age sixteen as Jimmy McCracklin’s guitar player and had played
with Ray Agee and others. He recorded for Big Jay, Triad and Red Fire before waxing the embarrassingly awful “The
Beatles are coming” for Chris Strachwitz at Arhoolie. A child prodigy, Heartsman never lost his edge and often played
bass, flute and keyboards on the same set.
Music City soldiered on making many fine recordings showcasing the Modernistics, Crescendos with Wanda
Burt, Pagans (who drew the distinction of being on Music City’s rarest and most collectable single -- “Bad Man’s
Blues.”), Tamara’s, Individuals, Four Rivers (who evolved out of the Holidays), and through the soul years into classic
Bay Area sweet soul sides by the Fabulous Ballads. Many of Dobard’s fine gospel sides, featuring King Narcisse, the
Golden West Singers and others, were recorded in the 1950s and issued in a goofy numbering system that falsely
indicates that they were waxed at a much later time.

King Louis Narcisse

Golden West Singers

During the 1960s, a second retail outlet was opened on Oakland’s East Fourteenth Street. He became West
Coast promoter for James Brown Productions. Dobard tried to develop other business interests such as partnering
with financiers to set up an Afro-American airline with himself as chairman of the board. The idea did not fly.
Concerned with the sluggish growth of African American business interests and economic advancement, Dobard ran
for Mayor of Berkeley under the slogan “Time for change.” But few voted for him. From 1965 until 1972 the Music
City label lay dormant.
_____________________________________________________________________________
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At the dawn of the 21st century, Dobard filed for bankruptcy. The bankruptcy filing was changed to a
Chapter 7 court action and 250,000 records were seized and sold in auction to a triumvirate of dealers. After
Dobard’s demise, his daughter Barbara Mason Dobard inherited what was left of her father’s property. Unable to pay
storage and legal bills, she was forcibly evicted on April Fool’s Day 2008. An Asian group took over Dobard’s property
which included whatever remained in his storage areas. The records were offered up for sale in a sealed-bidding
arrangement, a sad and pathetic ending to an East Bay indie record company that could have risen to equal the
importance and could have made as deep a mark as Sun Records in Memphis.

Little Jesse Jaxyson’s Jaxyson Records:
The diminutive Little Jesse C. Jaxyson (pronounced “Jackson”) was born an only child on March 5, 1912 in Denver,
Colorado. His mother Lulu J. Braatford was a skilled needlewoman and devout Baptist whose religion rubbed off on
young Jesse. Lulu and Jesse moved to West Oakland in the 1930s. During his early years Jesse converted to Christian
Science, becoming a member of The First Church of Religious Science on Clarewood Drive in Oakland. Following Mary
Baker Eddy’s somewhat Buddhist spiritual precepts, Jesse neither smoked, drank nor gave blood. He opted for a
healthy diet, drank a regimen of fresh juice and when no longer able to drive rode around the streets of Oakland on
his bicycle wearing a white hard-hat until well into his eighties. Jesse also became a conscientious objector and
believed in diplomatic solutions as opposed to conflict.
In 1943 Jesse went to prison for three years for failing to enlist, an extremely courageous act at that time,
particularly for an African American. Like Bob Geddins, Jesse was clever with his hands and could fix anything
mechanical. He was a “jack-of-all-trades.” At his church Jesse became an accomplished keyboardist and played
during worship service. Although described by some as cantankerous, others found him quite amusing with his witty
quips and skill for instant one-liners. When asked after his health, he frequently responded “better than the weather.”
He met Clarrissa Mayfield (Keil), a choir member at his church, and they married in 1948. Jesse and Clarrissa
set up a radio repair shop at 1606 Seventh Street and Peralta which later evolved into an electrical repair business.
His store is remembered by some as being a kind of “storage” space with ever-increasing mountains of audio
equipment filling every square inch of space.
Out back he had a room converted into a makeshift recording studio. The purchase of portable recording
equipment built for domestic use became a popular household luxury at the time. You could buy mikes, metal discs
and portable recorders quite easily and at a reasonable cost. This made things very easy for the enterprising
electrical sound engineering buffs. Jesse was soon cutting acetate-coated metal discs. He used Bob Geddins to
master and press his recordings which in all likelihood were only available for sale over the counter of his repair shop.
Later on he operated a side-line business in station wagon sound trucks which he used to promote local political
candidates.

Bob Geddins

Little Jesse Jaxyson in his studio

My sense is that Jesse learned a good deal about the independent record label business from Geddins who always
sought to set up little business deals to pay off personal debt. Geddins certainly helped to supply artists, although
_____________________________________________________________________________
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walk-in-talent seems inevitable due to the store’s location. Not long after setting up his studio Jesse started into the
dry-cleaning business which he ran long after his recording operation ceased in 1951 or thereabouts. Jesse’s fix-it
man abilities led to a period where he taught college classes in TV and radio repair.
Of the eleven known Jaxyson releases, barely a quarter are blues. The same disproportion exists for the 20
“rescued” compositions which have an interesting history associated with them. A fellow by the name of Dan and a
friend found them on a garbage dump in Martinez. The couple took the acetates to a swap-meet in Hayward where
they were purchased by Dick Bass who had them remastered by Marc Ryan at his Bennett House Studios in North
San Juan, Calif.
The degree of artistry on these recordings is superb, and as far as I know, few releases ever made their way
outside of California, thus making them extremely hard to find. Not only do we know next to nothing about many of the
artists, we also sadly cannot confirm the exact number of Jaxyson releases and why the record numbering system
makes no sense.

Johnny Fuller

Jesse recorded Goldrush, a blues singer in the plaintive Texas tradition, Black Diamond, Charles White
supported by Joseph Butler on guitar, (Bro) Johnny Fuller, Rev. (a.k.a. Bishop) Louis H. Narcisse, the New Bethel
Echoes / Jerome Evans and the Gospel Trumpets.
Jesse lived to the ripe old age of ninety-three and fathered three children. He died on October 20, 2005.
Of the sampled labels, we offer examples from both Ollie T. Hunt who proprietored the Olliet / Oliver, Gru-VTone and other disceries as well as the major pioneer of East Bay blues, R&B and gospel, Robert Geddins Snr who
founded or helped found Big Town, Down Town, Cava-Tone, Rhythm and the second incarnation of Big Town, Irma,
Jumpin, Vel and Veltone and a slew of other one-shot deals. In addition to Brad Taylor’s Bay Tone label which sprang
up in 1958 and turned out to be the last of the great R&B indies that flourished up until the close of the 20th century,
we also include the amazing Trilon label which endured for only two years produced a wealth of recorded 78s in many
genres including blues, R&B, gospel, country, comedy, polka, pop and variety.

Ollie T. Hunt’s Olliet Records & Related Labels
Ollie T. Hunt was born June 21st, 1917 in L.A. It is thought that surviving relatives might dwell in the Salton City area of
California. He passed on July 5, 2001 somewhere in Los Angeles. Ed Carter, a.k.a. Buddha Kahn of the Shantones
(recorded on Hunt’s Trilyte imprint) told Steve Propes that in 1956 when he first encountered Hunt he found an
extremely pleasant, short-haired, heavy-set African American of dark complexion with impressive connections to
artists like Percy Mayfield and King Curtis who spent time hanging out at his L.A. studio.
First evidence of Ollie Hunt’s musical activity comes from Bob Geddins of Big Town Records. Geddins
probably gave advice to Hunt and also might have conjured up mutual recording deals. It is likely that he pressed
some of Hunt’s early work. Geddins told Lee Hildebrand in an interview that Ollie T. Hunt was traveling around
recording “people” and was out doing this before Geddins himself.
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Hunt had engineering skills (as he worked for the Bihari Brothers as a recording engineer in the 1950s) and
could have adapted portable equipment to suit his needs. He first traversed the Bay Area recording persons who
would contact him to make home or “family” recordings and in addition record those wanting something more, like a
demo.
In Bob McGrath’s “The R&B Indies 2” and Galen Gart’s “The American Record Label Directory and Dating
Guide, 1940-1959,” Ollie T. Hunt is listed as proprietor of Oliver Records of Oakland, Calif. with additional labels such
as Oliver, State Negro Spirituals, Scotty’s Radio, Trilyte and Olliet. Oliver featured the work of Elder C. Guidry who also
waxed for State Negro Spirituals
The labels appear most unlike anything Geddins was able to press at his Big Town studio, having a rather
more professional appearance.
Hunt set up the Olliet (Ollie-t) and GruV-Tone imprint at 2405 San Pablo Avenue in Oakland and continued
recording mostly local blues and gospel talent “for home use only.” Hunt also opened up Scotty’s Radio (Repair),
label-copied as located at 5139 Third Street (probably his studio address) in San Francisco’s Bayview District some
time around 1947. Lowell Fulson cut a record for Rene La Marre’s Trilon label at Bob Geddins studio and a deal was
made by La Marre and Geddins with Hunt whereby both Trilon and Scotty’s would gain commercially from the sales of
the record. Fulson would simply make up a blues on the spot, in this case “Scotty’s Blues,” to fit the bill. The release
became Scotty’s Radio’s one and only release.
In 1949, Hunt set up Fentone Records, a division of Fentone Enterprises of San Francisco. Hunt recorded
three records on Charles “Barron” Mingus, two of which were issued. Galen Gart gives Octive Records an Ollie T. Hunt
proprietorship in his American Record Label Directory. However, Steve Propes thinks that Hunt never owned Octive.
The Octive label probably originated in Oakland and that Hunt and King Perry had some connection with the label
when Los Angeles-based artists started to appear on it, i.e. the Macedonians, the Flowers of Joy, John Hogg and for a
time Jimmy Wilson. It is not too long of a stretch to assume that Hunt could have recorded these artists for Octive at
the same time he was selling some of his masters to the Bihari Brothers of Modern Records in Beverly Hills. Hunt had
probably moved down permanently to L.A. by this time.
Ollie T. Hunt’s last known label was Trilyte. Mike Bauer had some interesting remarks to make about Trilyte in
his article for American Music Magazine, Issue 16/17 dated 2002. Bauer thinks that because the Cholly and Trilyte
labels both looked the same in style and design, and due to the fact that Hunt and Charles “Cholly” Williams were
friends, they probably went to a Japanese guy named Minato to have their pressings made. This was after being
rejected by larger plants like Monarch and Alco who did not want to bother with small press runs.
After Hunt recorded the Shantones record, which was in a ramshackle, makeshift studio in back of a
storefront at L.A.’s Fifty-fourth and Western, he announced he was closing his studio for repairs. Shortly after this,
Hunt pulled up stakes and was gone. Hunt released five Trilyte singles during 1956. Each differed in musical style
from the others. After Trilyte, Hunt faded into oblivion and probably devoted most of his time selling masters and
recording talent for the Bihari brothers.
During a long career in music, Hunt recorded Lafayette Thomas, the Paramount Gospel Singers, Rev. G. W.
Killens, Tommy Jenkins, Louis H. Narcisse, Spartonaires, Swanee River Quartet, Rev. Carl Anderson, Flowers of Joy,
Ray Agee, King Perry, Pee-Wee Crayton and Percy Mayfield.

The Bob Geddins’ stable of labels:
Martin, Texas-born Robert Geddins Snr made his first trip up to West Oakland from Los Angeles in 1942. His mother
had just relocated there and young Geddins had come up for a visit. A trip to Oakland’s vibrant Seventh Street and
the complaints from migrant workers concerning the lack of good down home blues and Southern gospel lead to his
getting a job at Wolf Record Store, three doors down from the posh Slim Jenkins night spot.
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Slim Jenkins Club, Oakland

After scant training in welding at the Kaiser shipyards and radio repair at night school, Geddins (with help
from pal Jack Gutshall and a loan from his stepfather) built his first record manufacturing plant on Eighth and Center
Streets in two weeks of around-the-clock labor. It was not long before Geddins found himself pressing sides for Dave
Rosenbaum at Rhythm Records in San Francisco and Rene La Marre at Trilon in Oakland. Geddins befriended the
Swinging Deacon who hosted a hot blues & rhythm record show over KWBR on Franklin. The friendship lead to
Geddins hosting his own blues & gospel program over KWBR on Saturday mornings. The show was broadcast
remotely from Wolf’s Record Store, Geddins’ sponsor.
During the spring of 1944, Geddins with help from Don Hemby at KRE recorded Paul Foster Snr and the
Rising Star Gospel Singers. The Geddins / Hemby deal was sealed with a handshake. Geddins pressed just a handful of
copies to sell at Wolf’s to test the waters. The initial handful sold almost immediately and Geddins found himself in a
situation where he could not press enough copies to fill all his orders. Hemby jumped in and pressed up a large press
run. These were sold on his own Globe label, a discery Hemby set up for the purpose. Geddins’ initial press run was
emblazoned with a pale and navy blue label, with a hand-drawn navy Oakland skyline against a lighter blue
background.

Rising Star Gospel Singers, placard

Not only did Hemby make and sell Rising Star product behind Geddins’ back, he stole his group from under
him. In 1946, the Rising Stars began recording on Hemby’s Pacific Records imprint. Meanwhile Geddins picked up
Rising Stars soloist Tommy Jenkins, Lowell Fulson and the Pilgrim Travelers and recorded them along with sides
commissioned by A.B. Strong, a gospel singer from San Francisco. But the Pilgrim Travelers saw a better deal awaiting
in Los Angeles at Jack Lauderdale’s Down Beat Records and were soon gone.
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Geddins must have thought that by constantly inventing labels he could avoid losing talent. He was already
having problems with keeping Lowell Fulson and had entered into deals with Bob McCall at Gilt-Edge and Jack
Lauderdale at Down Beat. Geddins lost Fulson altogether in 1947 but got his own back on Lauderdale temporarily by
issuing two cuts from Fulson’s first Big Town session a year later to launch his Down Town imprint. Most of the Down
Town catalog was later sold to Modern Records to pay bills. This included work by Roy Hawkins, Jimmy McCracklin,
Johnny Fuller and James Reed.
Again in 1948, Geddins set up Cava-Tone and for the second time launched the
label with Lowell Fulson sides from an earlier date. Geddins again designed a hand-drawn label, this time two jockeys
ringing enormous bells. Unlike previous ventures, most of the Cava-Tone material stayed on Cava-Tone. Saunders
King, the Bob Geddins Cavaliers (the promotion for whom the label was created), Jimmy McCracklin, Jimmy Wilson, Roy
Hawkins, Ulysses James, Emory Franklin, The West Side Trio and the Rising Stars’ gospel material from an earlier time
all wound up on the label which did not survive for very long past 1948, a year after Big Town’s first incarnation.
Down Town folded at much the same time.

Bob Geddins at Big Town Records

Disenchanted by the way things were going on the music front, Geddins turned to song writing, radiator
repair and raising a considerably large family. With financial assistance from Bill McCall Jnr of 4-Star Records in
Pasadena, Geddins re-activated his Big Town imprint in 1953. This was when the twosome issued seminal blues
material by Jimmy Wilson, Willie B. Huff, the King Soloman Trio, Fats Gaines, Little Caesar, Odie Ervin, James Reed,
Angel Face and Joe Hill Louis. To this was added a mix of gospel and R&B. They then jumped into the 45 RPM singles
market.
It was not long before the couple was forced to use outside sources to meet demand. For this they utilized
the services of short-run pressing plants in L.A. like Monarch or Allied on Santa Monica Boulevard in Hollywood.
Thirty-six singles were issued, including Jimmy Wilson’s “Tin Pan Alley,” the Thrillers’ “The drunkard,” Frank Motley’s
“Honkin’ at midnight” and Joe Hill Louis’s “Hydramatic woman.” The new Big Town label survived throughout the
1950s decade, mainly through Bill McCall’s business savvy.
In late 1953, Geddins purchased a “partnership” interest in Dave Rosenbaum’s Rhythm label. Staying with
Rosenbaum’s old logo design at first, Geddins recorded himself, labeled as the “Mystery Man.” The release featured
two comical blues shaded skits with Geddins masquerading as a jilted Italian lover.
Rhythm survived into the close of 1954 with the release of “Johnny Ace’s last letter” tribute by Johnny Fuller
to the late Johnny Ace. In 1955 Don Barksdale bought the controlling interest in the Rhythm label. Other Rhythm
artists included Jimmy Wilson, L.C. Robinson, James Reed, Mercy Dee Walton and K.C. Douglas. In 1956 Geddins
partnered with Issac Neal Jnr to form Irma Records (named appropriately after Geddins’ wife.) Irma’s primary focus
was Rhythm & Blues with releases by Al Smith, Jimmy McCracklin, Candyman McGuirt and Big Mama Thornton. Gospel
was added with the inclusion of the Golden Keys and also blues by stalwarts Johnny Fuller and Jimmy Wilson plus Juke
Boy Bonner.
Although sides were issued in the 45 RPM format, 78 RPM alternates were still being pressed to serve those
people who were financially unable to switch to the newer format. In 1957 Geddins and KSAN’s Jumpin’ George Oxford
_____________________________________________________________________________
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got together to form Jumpin Records. Two excellent R&B releases ensued, the doomy, unforgettable “Cockroach Run”
by Lafayette Thomas and Roland Mitchell’s jumping “Irma Special.”

Lafayette Thomas

Starting in 1958, Geddins got involved in all kinds of one or two-shot deals with and without Ronnie Badger
in an effort to make fast money to stay financially solvent. These handshake deals involved speedy, small pressings of
comparatively unrecognized talent with (in some cases) the artists themselves either enjoying a share in any profit or
paying to get themselves out there. In 1958 these business involvements included Jody, Karmin / Kappa Rex, Vel and
others.
In 1959 Geddins created Veltone, Check / Plaid and Gedisons (Bob Geddins plus three or four of his sons.)
In 1962 he entered into a business arrangement with Jimmy McCracklin whereby McCracklin was able to gain full
artistic control over five of his singles, most of which ended up at Imperial Records on Sunset Boulevard. Continuing
his one-shot deals, he invented C D & L in 1962. During the 1960s Geddins managed the vinyl affairs of exParamount Gospel Singer Tiny Powell who scored a regional hit with “My time after awhile” for Geddins’ Wax label.

Tiny Powell
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Geddins and various members of his offspring continued to foster one-shot deals throughout the 1970s and
1980s. Geddins passed on February 16, 1991 of liver cancer, a month after being stabbed by two teenagers during a
robbery of one of his song-writing royalty checks. One of his daughters plans to write and publish a book on his life
shortly.

Bob Geddins – Funeral Notice

Brad Taylor’s Bay-Tone Records
One of the San Francisco Bay Area’s most significant small indie record labels is Bay- Tone, with its attendant
subsidiaries, Pammar (1962) and Soul Set (1973). Bay-Tone was founded during the summer of 1958 by Bradbury
James Taylor who sadly passed away after a lengthy illness on August 24, 1999.

Brad Taylor

Bradbury (he always referred to himself as Brad) James Taylor was born on November 4, 1915 in
Henderson, Kentucky. His parents, Mildred and Benjamin Taylor, were not much into music, but a brother, Vic, later
founded the La Val label in Chicago after which an amiable working relationship was set up between the two brothers.
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Upon receiving his regular high school diploma, Taylor spent two years at Alabama State where he studied mechanical
engineering and various other practical trades. He then did his stint in the Army.
Taylor moved to Chicago in 1937 where he lived with his oldest brother Coleman who helped encourage his
passion for music by introducing the sax to him, the very instrument their father had first given to Coleman. Coleman
Taylor later regretted giving his brother the instrument as he felt Brad should seek a more reliable source of
employment. Taylor’s earliest musical influence was W.C. Handy and the predominance of marching bands. Taylor
played alto and tenor sax in his school marching band before being swept up in the swing craze of the Pre-war era.
Before moving to the Windy City, Taylor joined a large aggregation of high school drop outs who had formed the Claud
Shannon Pioneer Club Orchestra. The band fronted a female singer and played the popular songs of the day. Just
before the close of World War II Taylor joined the Jay McShann Orchestra. He and the band played the famous Down
Beat Club on Fifty-Second Street in New York.
The legendary Charlie Parker played in the band at that time. Taylor was present (under the stage name
Rae Brodely) on McShann’s December 1, 1943 New York Decca session that produced “Wrong neighborhood,” a
chart sung by Bob Merrill. Taylor stayed with McShann for three years. When McShann moved out to Southern
California in 1945 Taylor quit and settled in San Francisco. He wanted to find a career in mechanical engineering but
due to lack of experience wound up working for a while in the construction trades as a bricklayer and carpenter.
Meanwhile, with pointers he had picked up while working with McShann, Taylor set up the Bradley Booking Agency at
1509 Fillmore Street. What he did not know about the business he soon picked up.
Taylor connected with the San Francisco Bay Area scene which flourished with local talent. He also took
referrals, organized concerts, scouted the clubs and socialized quite a bit. Not long after bringing Jimmy Witherspoon
and the McShann Band out to play in Richmond he ventured into other facets of the music industry, publishing
(setting up the Bay-Tone Music publishing company) producing and promotion.
During the 1970s, Taylor managed Shirley Coombs who had recorded with her gospel singing kin (The
Coombs Family) along with Dorothy Morrison for Dove Records. Morrison went on to sing lead on Edwin Hawkins’
world-wide smash “Oh happy day” in 1969.
Beginning in 1958, Taylor put out a small and steady number of 45 rpm records over a period of over thirty
years. As a one-man operation, he often took his product by hand to retailers himself, sometimes including a small
promotion package to give to stores for free. Taylor’s youngest son, James, caught the music bug and set up a band
called Frisco which recorded for Taylor’s Soul Set subsidiary.
Kirk Roberts at Fantasy Records remembers Taylor as a cool guy with a class act. Taylor’s first release
featured Baby Calloway and Roland Mitchell. The songs were leased from Bob Geddins who had previously recorded
them.

Baby Calloway
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Other goodies followed from Bobby Freeman and the Romancers (a.k.a. the Bay Tones), the first original
Fabulous Flames (after getting pink slips from James Brown), The Harps of the Coast, Gospel Tornadoes, Robert
“Stoop down” “Chick” Willis, Willie Mae “Big Mama” Thornton, Eugene Jefferson with Roland Mitchell’s “house” band
and secondly with the Rolling Bones Band, Mitch Myron, Vernon and Jewel, Claud High and the High Tones and
Johnnie Morisette.
Other winning sides include charts by Bennie Earl (co-produced by both Earl and Taylor for Soul Set in
1973), Little Joe Blue recorded live at the 1974 San Francisco Blues Festival and Rita Thomas with the Fats Gaines
Band.
As far as tiny 1950s-1960s independent record companies go, Bradbury Taylor was one of the few straightshooters in the Greater Bay Area. Other label owners fleeced their artists and ripped off their copyrights. Taylor
always took care of his talent and never made an enemy of anyone.

Rene T. LaMarre’s Trilon Records:
Vaudevillian, theatre proprietor, business adventurer, speedway enthusiast, sportswriter, m.c. and co-owner of Trilon
Records, Rene T. LaMarre was born on August 14, 1907. Little is known of LaMarre’s formative years. He first
appeared in the public prints during the late 1930s as a vaudevillian talent scouting m.c. at various movie houses in
the Oakland, California area. LaMarre would walk on and present his little warm-up comedy sketch, then bring out a
conjurer, comedian, singer or dancing act. During the Pre-War period, movie houses still featured live afternoon
theatrical programs. Sometimes a movie would be taken off during a weeknight and replaced by an amateur talent
show. Movies would be shown most evenings.
LaMarre took his “opportunity parade” talent shows to the Allendale-Laurel and other local theatres before
teaming up with a Mr. M. Michel and opening up the refurbished Downtown Theatre on Oakland’s Twelfth Street in
November 1939. Described as a “house of splendor,” the Downtown showcased vaudeville, a first-run movie and a
featured orchestra. Acrobats opened the show at the premiere. The thirty-two-year-old LaMarre cut a dashing figure
with his handsome, clean-cut looks, persuasive manner and spent much time cultivating friends from among
Hollywood’s movie cognisenti.
By February 1940 LaMarre had started junior amateur talent programs (all performers had to be under
sixteen years of age). Talent was drawn from Northern California and all over the San Francisco Bay Area. In 1941
LaMarre snagged a job writing baseball features for the Oakland Tribune. By now he had become quite a celebrity in
the Bay Area, sharing the Downtown Theatre stage with Benny Butler in a crazy comedy routine. LaMarre’s successful
business dealings set the stage for grand post-war enterprises such as the purchase of San Leandro’s landmark
single screen Bal Theatre in the Ashland neighborhood at 148th Avenue and 14th Street and his manufacturing
adventures in the record business.
The Bal presented problems for LaMarre almost from the get-up. The United California Theatre Company
monopolized Bay Area screens. This presented LaMarre from showing first-run movies. More monopoly made it
increasingly difficult for the independent to survive. LaMarre saw the changes coming and opted out a few years later.
LaMarre had many irons in the fire. Earlier on, he decided to set up a record pressing and distributing
company in January 1946. LaMarre saw, like others, how the independent could benefit big-time from the strikes
suffered by the major companies due to unmet union demands. It would be much easier for a small independent to
skirt all this. It was LaMarre’s intention not to hire union musicians.
In January 1946 ads appeared in the local classifieds for experienced press operators for phonograph
records. On January 24th the Oakland Tribune announced the grand opening of the Trilon Record Manufacturing
Company at 3123 San Pablo Avenue. Principals included Harry Leader, president, George Drummond, vice president,
and Rene T. LaMarre, secretary and treasurer. Harry Leader was the head of four big, successful auto supply stores
in the Bay Area. He attributed his success to “efficient and courteous service.” Leader and LaMarre set a goal of
producing 250,000 phonograph records per week. Artists were signed and ready. A staff of ninety people was hired
and twelve presses were planned to soon run on a twenty-four hour basis. A full complement of twenty-two presses
was envisaged. This writer believes that most of this was press-hype and sales pitch and doubts that such a scale of
operation ever came about.
As for the product, the lilac or pink label’s very beautiful futuristic design incorporated a glossy 78 RPM
record beside a Trilon (or triangular pylon). LaMarre’s link to the theatre world put him in touch with artists who would
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eventually record for Trilon. The most successful of these were the Vagabonds (with and without Raymond Manton).
The Vagabonds had frequently appeared on radio and were featured in eight movies. The group owned and operated
the Vagabond Club on Geary Boulevard in San Francisco.
Trilon’s second most successful act was the Four Aces, an integrated unit and a black counterpart to the
Vagabonds in many respects.

The Four Aces

After working for Trilon as a salesman to pay for Big Town pressings Trilon had to make for Geddins when his
presses were down, Geddins found himself deeply in debt and had to sell many of his Big Town, Cava-Tone and Down
Town masters to LaMarre to pay off his bills.
Because of Geddins’ insurmountable problems, Trilon ended up with Lowell Fulson, Jimmy McCracklin, The
Rising Star Gospel Singers and Wright Bros. masters and possibly more. The irony was that Trilon kicked off its 100
sepia series with Bob Geddins’ “Irma Jean,” a song he had initially released on his own Big Town label.
Trilon issued product by Lowell Fulson supported by the Ful-Tones, Dixieland trumpeter Bob Scoby with
Alexander’s Ragtime Band and singer/pianist Willie Viviane Hoyt, a.k.a. Viviane Greene (who recorded a cover of
Hadda Brooks’ “Honey, honey, honey,” which sold well. This helped put Trilon on the map. In July 1948, Trilon lost
Viviane Greene to Jimmy Hilliard, A & R man from Mercury in Chicago. Trilon opened a distributing company at 1208
South Spalding in Chicago.
Jimmy McCracklin’s first Oakland recordings with the Blues Blasters wound up on Trilon Records in 1947 and
1948. The McCracklin Trilons are believed to have originated with Geddins.
Other signings included Vido Musso, the Snookum Russell Orchestra, Que Martin, the Paramount Gospel
Singers (probably originating from 1947-1948 Geddins test pressings), the Rising Star Gospel Singers, the Phil Ford
Four, Johnny Ingram & His Rhythm Czars, Jimmy Nelson, the Four Esquires, Jack Ross, the Wright Brothers Jubilee
Singers plus polka sides and many country recordings.
Late 1948 saw the downturn in Trilon’s fortunes. LaMarre and Leader tried to get too big too quickly. Their
greed had out-stripped their pocket books. By the end of 1948 LaMarre and Leader had sold the label lock, stock
and barrel to Mercury Records for $250,000.
LaMarre got a job working with Jack Sassell at the Oakland Speedway for midget car champion and promoter
John “Johnny” Mantz. After selling the Bal, LaMarre opened Theatre 70 at the MacArthur and Broadway Shopping
Center in Oakland. Rene T. LaMarre passed in Santa Clara, Calif. on January 28, 1987.

Oakland’s Seventh Street and North Richmond scenes:
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Slim Jenkins Club, 1940s

Seventh Street in West Oakland started out as a place where all the action was in the Roaring Twenties when pool
halls, gambling joints, vaudeville theatres and Southern-style eateries such as Sylvester Sim’s Overland Café
prevailed. Seventh was a haven for black folks. After the demise of the Bohemian Barbary Coast honky tonk scene in
1921, a number of dance halls, theatres and cafes sprang up in West Oakland. Some nightclubs catered to a mixed
clientele. The most popular black and tan was the original, plushly appointed Slim Jenkins Club, founded by Harold
Slim Jenkins one day after Prohibition ended in 1933. The club stayed open up into the 1960s. Apart from being a
swank eatery for folks of fine black society, Slim Jenkins club catered to the tastes of the less refined by satisfying both
the blue collar blues fan and more sophisticated jazz buff. Major out-of-town headliners such as Billie Holiday and
Dinah Washington sometimes shared billing with lesser known local talent.
Sid Deering’s Creole Café was the first to come and go on Seventh Street but others such as John Singer’s
nightclub prevailed and featured major figures from the jazz world. The Lincoln Theatre at Seventh and Peralta
opened in 1920 and a decade later showcased popular black musicians. Gospel music impressario Elmer Keeton
served as musical director (more on him later.) New Orleans jazz and Dixieland music flourished.
The 1940s saw the age of the big swing bands, and some played Seventh Street while others better known
played a larger Oakland Auditorium venue. While Seventh Street flourished, most of downtown Oakland was off-limits
to African American musicians. The musicians’ union was divided. Local 6 represented whites, whereas Local 669 was
set up for blacks. The two did not merge until 1960. Seventh Street’s first record store, The West Oakland Music
Company, opened on Seventh and Chester in 1930. The pioneering Wolf Records catering to black folk opened during
the 1940s.
T-Bone Walker, Saunders King, Lionel Hampton, Vivianne Greene and Lowell Fulson all played Seventh Street. Seventh
even had a sanctified Holiness Church pastored by Saunders King’s father.
Other jumping nightspots included the 49er Café, Sally Stanford’s Clef Club and a scattering of country &
western establishments. Artists such as Wynonie Harris and Jimmy Nelson played up and down Seventh—at the
Swing Club, Esther’s Orbit Room, Slim Jenkins’, Elsie’s and Club Villa.
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Elsie’s blues club, West Oakland

Nightlife flourished a block up on Eighth Street where you would find the North Pole and the Elks Club. For those who
did not want to take the trip to Oakland, nightly black entertainment could be had in Vallejo (where all the most
popular blues musicians lived) and in Hayward’s wide-open Russell City.

Russell City Country Club

Russell City, an unincorporated area twelve minutes from Oakland, housed a substantial number of migrant
workers from the Deep South. Apart from modest homes, the community was known for its clubs with dirt floors,
bootleg electricity and steady stream of blues musicians. Notably, Big Joe Turner and Big Mama Thornton played
Russell City’s Country Club.

Richmond, Calif. Wartime housing project, 1944

North Richmond was a rough and tumble unincorporated area during World War II. Richmond’s most
prominent club, Club Savoy, was patronized by Jimmy McCracklin. Club Savoy was operated by McCracklin’s sister-in_____________________________________________________________________________
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law, Granny Johnson. Lowell Fulson, L.C. “Good Rockin’” Robinson and T-Bone Walker played there, too. Minnie Lue’s
on Chesley Street, founded in 1948 by Minnie Lue Nichols, was where Johnny Fuller played. Up on Filbert was Ollie
Freeman’s Jazzland Records where everyone came to buy blues.
Between 1940 and 1947, the black population of greater Richmond increased five-thousand percent. Back
in the 1940s and 1950s, there were nightclubs on every block. There was the 341, the Brown Derby, Tappers Inn,
the Dew Drop Inn, the Down Beat, Sam’s Place, Pink Kitchen and more.

Tapper’s Inn of North Richmond, 1945

All the blues singers played there. Richmond had its own radio station, KTIM, based across the Bay in San Rafael and
owned by the Richmond Independent. Jazzland owner Ollie Freeman. The station played R&B and jazz during the late
1940s before moving on to KSAN in San Francisco.
Richmond was also a railroad hub. Many black Pullman porters worked the railroad cars. One of the Pullman
porters’ side-lines was to carry boxes of 78 RPM records to different parts of the country by train. This not only
helped the music’s dissemination but enabled porters to make a little extra cash.

The Fillmore scene in San Francisco:
During the 1880s, a building expansion to the west of City Hall was needed to accommodate residential congestion in
San Francisco. The new area was called the Western Addition, upon which large ornate Victorian mansions were built.
Fillmore Street ran straight through the middle. The vicinity then became known as “The Fillmore.” The Fillmore was
mostly white at first but an influx of Japanese families moved in on the Post Street side. A trickle of black folks also
moved in. The area was left virtually untouched after the April 1906 earthquake and conflagration. This consequently
turned The Fillmore into San Francisco’s new downtown and business center. Flocks of homeless citizens moved into
the Fillmore and transformed the once quiet Victorian homes into noisy boarding houses.

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Dave Rosenbaum’s Melrose Record Store on Fillmore Street, 1947

The neighboring Japanese community prospered and became “Japantown.” With the influx of many
minorities, the Fillmore became extremely cosmopolitan. Local merchants tried to prevent Fillmore residents from
moving back to the old downtown after it was rebuilt and illuminated it with bright lighting. Local businessmen
encouraged an entertainment center. Rinks, theatres, ballrooms and an entertainment park were built. Racism, job
discrimination and union bans kept most of the blacks from gaining employment. Prior to the Second World War,
4,846 blacks lived in San Francisco. Racial covenants kept most of them in the Fillmore district. Up until the Second
World War, blacks were restricted from patronizing Fillmore bars, restaurants and nightclubs.
The black
population increased in number and spread out when many in “Japantown” were hauled off to internment camps.
Tensions mounted when the freshly arriving blue collar black “country” migrants from the South tried to infiltrate the
established indigenous black residential neighborhood. But all saw the need to create more services. Black shops,
restaurants and nightclubs sprang up to fill the need. Although Fillmore Street itself fronted many nightspots,
establishments south of Cottage Row and Hemlock Street also offered food and entertainment.
Starting north at Fillmore and Pine and heading south you would pass Minnie’s Can Do between Bush and
Pine. Bassist Vernon Alley’s Trio played the club in 1940. He hosted a jazz radio show, “Vernon’s Alley,” on KLOK and
a T.V. program, “Nippers Song Shop,” on KPIX. Alley also played on a slew of jazz recordings.
At 1836 Fillmore were The Texas Playhouse and Club Flamingo. Across the street stood The Encore / Big
Glass Bar (The Havana Club.) The Long Bar is next. This storefront-turned-nightclub bragged they ran the longest bar
in the world.
Further on we reach the Fillmore Auditorium at Geary. Built in 1912, it went through many changes. It was
named the Fillmore Auditorium in 1954 when Charles Sullivan took over the booking of mainly black bands. The
Saunders King Big Band played the Fillmore Auditorium in the late 1930s when it was called the Ambassador Dance
Hall.
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Bop City, mid-1950s

Heading north-east over to 1690 Post Street, we find the Fillmore’s finest and most exciting nightspot, Vout
City / Bop City. Bop City was started as Vout City in 1949 by Slim Gaillard who found himself unsuited to dealing with
the day-to-day workings of a business and sold the premises (through his partner Charles Sullivan) to Jimbo Edwards
in 1950. Edwards opened a café, calling it Jimbo’s Waffle Shop. A vacant back room turned into a jazz workshop for
jamming musicians who would play all night. Seeing the potential, Edwards switched names to Bop City and
transformed his property into a jazz club and fried chicken eatery whereto patrons “snuck in” booze as the club had
no liquor license. Many of the Fillmore district clubs could not get liquor licenses. At the end of the War, when most
servicemen had gone home and patronage dropped off, the clubs could have put this situation right if they had been
able to legally serve liquor. Instead, many had to close.
A large number of musicians, including Jack (John) McVea, jammed at Bop City into the wee hours. Because
local would-be jazz musicians played the jam sessions at Bop City, it gave them the opportunity to sit in with major
performers whenever they were in town.
Back on Fillmore Street where we left off, we find the Bird Cage, then a few doors down, the Booker T.
Washington / Edison Hotel. The hotel had a lounge where musicians jammed and visiting artists, who had stopped
over to stay at the hotel, played. These included Johnny Otis, John Handy, Amos Milburn and Stuff Smith.
A little ways down from there you would find the Bal Masque Ballroom and Aloha Club. South of the Primalon
Roller Rink, you would see the Blue Mirror Cocktail Lounge. All the recording artists of the day visited the nightclub
and mingled with the patrons at the bar. In 1953, Leola King turned the place into a blues and R&B venue. T-Bone
Walker, Jimmy McCracklin, Little Willie John and Lowell Fulson played there. Jimmy Smith and Earl Grant also graced the
place.
Heading south, you might turn right on Hayes and walk four blocks to Divisadero where you would find the
Half Note at 128 and two blocks south, the Both And Jazz Club. Many other night spots too numerous to give space
to came and went in the Fillmore district which stretched east from Broderick and Pine to Pine and Gough and south
to Page Street, forming a rectangle down Page back to Broderick. Redevelopment during the 1970s demolished most
of the neighborhood and blacks were forced to move elsewhere. In addition, there was the International Settlement.
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International Settlement, 1940s

The International Settlement was focused on San Francisco’s Pacific Street. The area was littered with noisy
night clubs like the Moulin Rouge, Bela Pacific, Sahara, Spider Kelly’s, Gay N’ Frisky, and Goman’s Gay 90s. Pacific
Street was the center of Frank Sinatra’s world in the movie “Pal Joey.”

The emergence of the Blues in the San Francisco and East Bay Area:
The Bay Area’s first significant blues artist was possibly pianist Count Otis Matthews and his band, the West Oakland
Houserockers (trumpet, clarinet, guitar, bass and Johnny Otis on drums.) They began performing in late 1939. Bay
Area blues enthusiasts had already savored visits from Texas-born guitar innovator Aaron Thibeaux “T-Bone” Walker
based in Los Angeles during the mid-1930s. The West Oakland Houserockers were all too young and unpolished to
play nightclubs and were little known outside of the East Bay Area. Jimmy Rushing came to sing a more sophisticated
kind of blues with the Count Basie Orchestra in 1937, and it was this kind of polished city blues or cocktail music
idiom that prevailed during the early years.
In June 1942, Louisiana-born Saunders King, a Charlie Christian disciple, recorded “S K Blues” (Parts 1 & 2)
at the Sherman Clay Music Store in San Francisco for Dave Rosenbaum’s Rhythm label at 1317 Grove Street. King
also championed the small combo jump & jive blues & rhythm style. Rosenbaum was quite possibly the first producer /
historian to record blues by a local artist in the San Francisco Bay Area. Rosenbaum also opened the first black blues
& jazz record stores in San Francisco, Melrose Records on Fillmore Street and Rhythm Records on Sutter.

Ivory Joe Hunter
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At about this time, “soft” blues & boogie woogie pianist Ivory Joe Hunter had moved from Beaumont, Texas
to San Francisco. Hunter also brought with him his Texas style of “easy” blues. Hunter’s initial vocal recordings were
made for The Library of Congress in 1932 when he was just nineteen years old. His first commercial recording (vocal
only—Charles Brown played piano) appeared in 1945 on his own Ivory vanity label pressing. Into this cocktail blues
mix came Oscar (Nat King Cole’s guitarist) and brother Johnny (Charles Brown’s guitarist) Moore’s light, fretted, jazzinflected touches.
The onset of World War II altered the sound of the Bay Area blues completely. Migrant blue collar blacks from
rural areas of Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana and Mississippi brought their less disciplined country style blues musics to
the Bay Area and the focus of the blues moved across the Bay from San Francisco to Oakland and Richmond where
there were well-paying jobs to be had on the docks and in rail yards and spare parts depots. Texas-born T-Bone
disciple Pee Wee Crayton traveled up from L.A. to the Bay Area for the first time in 1945 to play in the Ivory Joe
Hunter Band. He came to stay in 1947, both to record for Gru-V-tone and take up permanent residence with Hunter’s
band. His Gru-V-tone sides are included here.

Pee Wee Crayton

St. Louis-born pianist / vocalist Jimmy McCracklin first showed up around 1947. His seminal Bob Geddins
sides turned up on vaudevillian Rene La Marre’s Trilon label. Philadelphia-born singer Jimmy Nelson made his debut in
1948 with a single on Olliet. Georgia-born multi-instrumentalist and singer Jesse “Lone Cat” Fuller came to the Bay
Area at the onset of World War II. In 1943, he worked with Leadbelly in Bay Area clubs. Some of his first locally
produced recordings were issued on his self-designed World Song label. Leadbelly also enjoyed his own radio show
on KRE just after the War. It was where he cut a batch of so-far unreleased transcriptions.
Mississippi-born singer / instrumentalist Johnny Fuller came to Vallejo in 1935. His first sides were cut for
“Little” Jessie Jaxyson’s Jaxyson label in 1948. He appeared on both KWBR and KRE radio in Berkeley during the late
1940s and frequently toured with Jimmy McCracklin later on.
Tulsa-born guitarist / vocalist Lowell Fulson moved to Oakland in 1945, the year he formed a small group
with his brother Martin and recorded for Big Town and Down Beat.
Nothing is known of pianist/vocalist Odie Ervin, except for information gleaned by historian Chris Bentley who
states that Neil Slaven snagged a copy of Big Town 111 on E-Bay and that Presto acetates of the two unissued sides
had fallen into the hands of collector Tim Healy who graciously allowed these gems to be spread among us.
Houston-born singer Jimmy Wilson came to the Bay Area in 1946 and joined the Rising Star Gospel Singers
as first and second lead singer. In 1948, he sang both with Bob Geddins’ Cavaliers and in his own right for Geddins’
Cava-Tone, Rhythm and Big Town imprints.
Bob Geddins’ Cavaliers were gathered from a motley of singers, some of whom sang in a gospel quartet by
the name of the unrecorded Jubilee Gospel Singers. The group cut at least five songs. Jimmy Wilson sang lead
momentarily with the group and guitar whiz Lafayette Thomas played in support.
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Texas-born pianist / vocalist Roy Hawkins and his Hawksmen were discovered playing at an Oakland
nightspot by Bob Geddins in 1948. He first recorded for Cava-Tone and later Down Town, the masters to which were
sold to the Bihari Brothers at Modern Records in L.A. His unfairly overlooked Down Town sides have recently surfaced
on an Ace CD collection out of England.
A second artist, Mississippi-born guitarist / singer K.C. Douglas, also made his mark on Geddins’ Down Town
label. Douglas moved to Vallejo during World War II and formed his group, the Lumberjacks, to play small clubs in
Richmond. In 1948, he recorded his well-remembered “Mercury boogie” for Down Town, later reissued on Bill McCall’s
Gilt Edge imprint. Douglas appeared regularly on Berkeley’s KPFA radio station during the 1950s.
Texas-born pianist / vocalist Mercy Dee Walton was one of the first blues musicians to come out to the Bay
Area, albeit outside of performing music for awhile. He played clubs and juke joints or wherever he could find work
before the War. His first recordings are documented as being cut for Spire in 1949, but as journeyman musician he
may have waxed for Oakland’s Jaxyson label in 1948.
Texas-born instrumentalist L.C. “Good Rockin’” Robinson was a second blues musician to move out to the
San Francisco area to work in other jobs besides music with his gospel-singing brother A.C. in 1940. He formed the
Hot Brown Boys and performed around military bases.
One of the most illustrious female jazz and blues pianists to hit the San Francisco Bay Area in the midThirties was Houston-born Hociel Thomas. Thomas cut her first Bay Area sides with Mutt Carey for Circle Records in
August 1946 and later for Riverside. While working with Kid Ory at the Swing Club in San Francisco in 1948, she was
involved in a deadly fight with her sister. The sister died from her wounds. Hociel survived but lost her eyesight. She
was tried and acquitted of manslaughter.
The cornerstone of the Oakland blues is the underappreciated Shreveport-born guitar-slinger Lafayette Jerl
“The Thing” Thomas who came out to San Francisco in 1945. He picked up his first guitar licks from his uncle, the
noted Jesse “Baby Face” Thomas who recorded for Roy Milton’s Miltone label in 1948. In 1946, Lafayette worked
with the Al Simmons Rhythm Rockers and in 1947-1948 with Little Bob Young’s Band at San Francisco’s Bayview
Theatre. He started working as a single, then joined Jimmy McCracklin’s band, giving it the spice that added kick.
Thomas’s style of playing came from elements adopted by T-Bone Walker. He preferred working mainly as a sideman.
Thomas recorded behind Jimmy McCracklin in Bob Kelton’s place beginning in 1949. He was replaced briefly
by Pee Wee Kingsley in 1950, but stayed off and on with McCracklin up until 1958. He rejoined in 1962. He also
recorded behind Jimmy Wilson in 1948-1953 and 1956-1957. Thomas doubled as sessions musician for Bob
Geddins’ Big Town talent. He first ventured into the spotlight in 1951 on Chess. After recording once for Peacock,
Modern, Hollywood and Trilyte, he waxed for “Jumpin’” George Oxford and Bob Geddins’ short-lived Jumping label in
1957. Supported by the Johnny Heartsman Band, he cut the awesome instrumental “Cockroach run” which has since
become “the anthem of the Oakland blues.” This distinction makes it appropriate to open our collection with the song.
Jimmy Nelson was an important fixture around the Bay Area during the 1940s. Soon after recording two
releases for Olliet in 1948, Jimmy Nelson played the Clef Club with the Peter Rabbit Trio in Oakland. It was here that
Ollie Hunt recorded “T-99 Blues” which ended up at Modern Records and issued by them in 1951. “T-99” hit the top
of Billboard’s Juke Box charts in July at the same time it ascended to number five on the bestsellers’ list.
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Percy Mayfield, late 1940s

Louisiana-born pianist and vocal stylist Percy Mayfield, lovingly remembered as “the poet of the blues,”
graced the Bay Area scene in 1946. We are honored to bring you the authentic versions of both his two first releases
for Ollie T. Hunt’s Gru-V Tone Records in 1947. Percy Mayfield moved on to greener pastures in L.A. in 1948 and
never recorded in the Bay Area again until captured on tape at a live performance at one of Mark Naftalin’s blues
festival appearances in the 1980s.
Texas City-born Charles Brown was the Bay Area’s most treasured singer, pianist and composer. Often
referred to as a scholar and a gentleman, Brown first came to the Bay Area from Los Angeles to work at the
International House in Berkeley in 1943. Although Brown was not a permanent resident of the Bay Area until the
1970s, he along with Ivory Joe Hunter and Nat King Cole were instrumental in promulgating the soft cocktail blues
that was so prominent before the major black, blue collar migrations from the South to the Bay Area.
In 1960, he ventured up to work a few dates with the Johnny Moore Trio around the Bay Area. His first San
Francisco recording date came about in 1963 when he recorded an album for Mainstream Records. He settled
completely in the Bay Area during the early 1970s.
San Francisco enjoyed a real treat when Kansas City-born Big Joe Turner came to the city to record a cover
of Wynonie Harris’ “Round the clock blues” for Stag Records, masquerading as “Big Vernon” in 1947. In fact, Turner
stayed to fill an engagement at the Memo Cocktail Lounge and Harold Blacksheer’s supper club Café Society on
Fillmore Street. Blacksheer was a black prize-fighter who lavishly upscaled his premises to attract the well-heeled set.
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First A.M.E. Church Choir of Oakland, 1902

The growth and significance of the black church in the San Francisco Bay Area:
The first Bay Area black Baptist church was the Beth Eden, founded in February 1889. The first most significant black
Methodist church in Oakland was the Parks Chapel AME founded in 1920. By the 1940s, storefront churches had
sprung up everywhere to cater to those too poor to own a Sunday suit.
The development of the black church establishment came about during the 1920s and 1930s, and ran more
or less parallel to the growth of jazz (Dixieland, in particular) in the cosmopolitan areas of San Francisco.

Elmer Keeton conducting the Keeton Chorus at NBC in San Francisco, 1935

During the 1930s, traveling groups of jubilee singers and evangelist ministers stopped over briefly on their
way from Seattle to Los Angeles. The Bay Area’s first pivotal figure was William Elmer Keeton, born on Valentine’s Day,
1882 in Rolla, Missouri. After receiving a doctorate in medicine and serving as bandmaster for the Ninth Cavalry,
Keeton moved out to Oakland in 1921 when Woodrow Wilson left the White House. He opened a music studio on Ninth
Street and taught organ, piano and music theory. He began conducting recitals and establishing a musical repertoire
centered around traditional negro spirituals and European opera. He melded both forms of music into a form of widely
recognized “concert” gospel which rapidly spread into Southern California where it flourished on a broader scale.
He also served as organist and music master for the First African Methodist Episcopal Church, the East Bay’s
first established all-black church. Apart from other organizational activity and fund-raising, Keeton put together a
spiritual quartet who performed on “Keeton’s Brown Variety Hour” over KFWM.
In 1935, with support from the WPA, Keeton founded the sixty-member a-cappella Keeton Chorus based at
Oakland’s Masonic Temple, yet another seminal church. In 1938, the well-paid chorus became the first black
aggregation to play the outdoor pavilion at Stern Grove in San Francisco. The Keeton Chorus stayed together into
1943, four years before Keeton’s death on New Year’s Day, 1947.
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Negro America Transcribed – photo of 78 rpm book set of narratives set to music by the Keeton Chorus, late 1930s

Narrator Rev. John Mickle put out a 78 RPM book set (for home use only) of selective parts of AfricanAmerican history. Mickle’s monolog was accompanied by the Keeton Memorial Chorus on The Negro America
Transcribed label (Vol. 1.)
Creole Betty Reid Soskin and her family moved from Louisiana to San Francisco in the late 1920s. Attending
St. Bernard’s church as a child, she was perplexed to see white folks in the center aisle and scatterings of blacks at
the sides. Apart from the aforementioned churches, she cites the Third Baptist in the City and Father Wallace’s
ministry on West Street and MacArthur in Oakland as also being two of the first established black churches.

Mel and Betty Reid

Betty and her husband Mel Reid opened the first black gospel and blues record store in West Oakland in
1945. Two years later, Mel acquired time on Berkeley’s KRE radio station and broadcast a weekly thirty-minute gospel
program called Religious Gems. Mel opened a second store, on Sacramento Street in Berkeley – it still exists to this
day. Mel’s uncle, Paul, took over Mel’s radio spot and added “Spirituals at 6” in 1957. Mel, Betty and Paul presented
Gospel Extravaganzas at The Oakland Auditorium during the 1950s. They also held “quartet battles” and choir
competitions.
A short while after the founding of the record store, Paul set up the Reid Record Company. One of the first
releases was the exciting two-part “Invocation” by the 8th Annual Convocation Churches of God in Christ, a live
recording made in San Francisco. The Bay Area is noted for recording some of the earliest live black church songs
and sermons. (See also Rev. George Killens’ two-part sermon, “The cross,” also included on this set.) Congregational
singing also became a popularly recorded part of the black church service. In 1938, the Mount Pleasant Baptist
Church Choir under the musical direction of Bessie Mack made quite a name for itself singing gospel songs. The well_____________________________________________________________________________
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mannered Keeton-type concert recitals of the 1930s were to an extent usurped in the 1940s by the more
extravagant, fundamentalist, blue collar black church services serving migrants from the South. The impact was
explosive. Baptist divas such as Lillian Glenn Smith and Lillian Holmes became prominent soloists.
To demonstrate that well-performed choral jubilee singing was still very much alive, despite the onslaught of
gospel music of a revivalist nature, Cleveland’s celebrated Wings over Jordan Choir came to the Bay Area to
concertize after World War II.
The Church of God in Christ was first established in the Bay Area in the early 1930s. In 1936, acting as
supervisor, Faidest Naomi McCardell-Wagoner organized the first C.O.G.I.C. choir. This was a year after Keeton formed
his chorus. Apart from teaching music, Wagoner supported Sam Cooke, Tommy Jenkins, the Joy Spreaders and the
Angelaires on piano both in concert and on recordings.
Tommy Jenkins is represented here singing with the Rising Star Gospel Singers in 1946 on Donald Hemby’s
(Hembly’s) Pacific label. These excellent sides were recorded at KRE in Berkeley where the Rising Stars enjoyed their
own weekly gospel program, singing and fielding requests from listeners. Hemby was also a disc jockey at the station.
The Joy Spreaders, supported by Edwin Hawkins on piano, were affiliated with the C.O.G.I.C., as were the Andrews
Sisters (Sunshine Band) who recorded for Capitol, and the Edwin Hawkins Singers, to name but a few.
Another female outfit, the Golden Echoes with Mary Bolden, came out of the Evergreen Baptist Church. They
were organized by James Lee Richards from Texas and enjoyed a fifteen-minute weekly radio broadcast on a Warner
Brothers station. They increased membership from three to six and renamed themselves the J.L. Richards Specials.
Listen to the group’s unique blending of voices on three of their best recorded songs for Tru-Tone Records in 1946.

Woman ‘falling out” at gospel concert at The Oakland Auditorium, mid-1950s

Many Bay Area Baptist churches enjoyed air-time. The Evergreen (on KWBR), St. John’s (on KLX), the
award-winning Third Baptist, plus the Macedonia, Antioch and McGee Avenue ministries who were able to garner
daytime listenership during the 1950s. The McGee Baptist is represented here with an inspirational selection on HarTone. The Third Baptist’s rendition is from its own vanity label – Inspirational Chorus. St. John’s Baptist is included
with an exciting gospel service lead by Rev. Carl J. Anderson, one of the East Bay’s most prominent ministers. Whether
the popular El Bethel Baptist enjoyed radio exposure is not known to me, but they did produce Odessa Perkins who
became one of the Bay Area’s most dynamic soloists during the 1960s.
Spiritualism was also part of the Bay Area’s church fabric. The most charismatic minister of them all was the
self-appointed Louis H. Narcisse who has appeared on many Bay Area small label collections and is featured on this
one with a 1954 cut on the Ajax label, based in Oakland, proprietored by a man remembered only as “Chick.”
Narcisse was born in Gretna, Louisiana in April 1921 and moved to Vallejo in the late 1930s. He opened his
first storefront church, the Second Baptist, in 1941. He sang and played piano. Possessing a magnificent voice and a
propensity for drawing people to him, he soon filled his church to overflowing on Sunday nights. Forced into finding
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larger premises, he moved in 1943 to Oakland’s Fourteenth Street and founded The Mt. Zion Spiritual Temple (for all
people).

Theola Kilgore, early 1960s

In the 1950s, his services were broadcast late at night over KLX. Transcriptions of the service could be
purchased for a modest sum from the church through his mail order company. Theola Kilgore (who later switched to
singing soul music) was a popular church soloist. Narcisse had the uncanny knack of being able to make himself into
a desirable commercial property. His followers showered money and gifts upon him, including fancy automobiles. He
reciprocated by bestowing copious hands-on blessings. A thirty-minute documentary of Narcisse’s life was made for
German television. It was filmed in the early 1960s. Narcisse died in February, 1989, leaving his worldly wealth and
church affairs in utter turmoil.
It was not for naught that Oakland became the Bay Area focus for African American church music during the
1950s.

Sweets Ballroom, Oakland, 1940s – exterior shot

Narcisse’s remote church broadcasts were beamed out from the KLX studios at the Oakland Tribune Tower
in the shadows of two of Oakland’s large dance ballrooms – Sweets and the Ali Baba. “Bill” Sweets opened the
Garden of Persia ballroom in the 1920s. He later switched names to the Ali Baba. He opened Sweets in the 1930s.
Sweets soon became the East Bay’s “Home of the Big Bands,” featuring such outfits as Jimmy Lunceford and later on
jazz luminaries such as Cal Tjader. Sweets remained in business until 1965.
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Pepsi-Cola – Your Man in Service – metal transcription wartime disc, shot and caption

Transcriptions:
Transcriptions, usually acetate-coated, 7” aluminum discs, were recorded directly from an audio source. Some were
10” or 12”. Many are prized for their rarity. Deejays used them as samples or duplicates and soldiers during World
War II used transcriptions to send messages to friends and family back home. Pepsi-Cola set up a “Man In Service”
series of portable recording booths all over the country. Aspiring musicians later used recording booths to make
demos to take to recording companies. Trilon Records in Oakland also made transcriptions for anyone.
The Bay Area gospel quartet tradition:
In 1910, there were 3,055 African Americans living in Oakland. By 1945, the figure had risen to 37,327. Many
church quartet singers who had come to the Bay Area from the southlands during World War II brought their religious
musical expressions with them. A good deal of these men had been inspired by the work of the Golden Gate Quartet
who began recording commercially in 1937 and broadcasting on a syndicated basis from South Carolina. Another
early syndicated quartet was the Jubileers (Royal Harmony Singers) who aired over Chicago’s KYW. Both groups were
popular enough to enjoy a broad, cross-over appeal.
Although the Spiritual Five of Houston were the first impressive male quartet to come to the Bay Area in
1937, the Rising Stars were the first prominent local outfit. The Rising Stars were formed in 1943 by James Wiltz
around church-shaking lead baritone singer Paul Foster Snr and lilting tenor genius Tommy Jenkins who later dabbled
slightly in R&B. The group’s tenor singer Elbridge Vann also sang in Bob Geddins’ vocal quartet, the Cavaliers.
The Rising Stars in their Post-war glory were only ever beaten out in “quartet battles” by Abraham Battle
and the Southern Travelers (more about Battle later.) Other significant quartets included tenor / baritone / manager
Archie Reynolds and the Paramount Gospel Singers featuring the ear-splitting tenor chops of Vance “Tiny” Powell who
briefly recorded with Archie Brownlee and the Five Blind Boys of Mississippi in 1951. Their history dates all the way
back to the late 1930s and their formation in Austin, Texas. They migrated to San Francisco around 1944.
Another prominent Bay Area quartet was the underrated Golden West Singers of Richmond, California who
are presented here by their fine Ajax sides. The Golden West Singers, lead by Robert Hartfield, recorded for Ajax in
1956 and with Melvin Shepherd at the helm, waxed shortly thereafter for Ray Dobard’s Music City label. They
recorded for West Coast in the 1960s and with a fresh bunch of soldiers under Shepherd’s leadership waxed again for
San Francisco’s Golden Soul label during the 1980s. The original outfit was a tight and thrilling group formed out of
members of North Richmond High School in 1947. Both blues stylist Johnny Fuller and soul merchant Joe Simon sang
briefly with the Golden West Singers. The Golden West Singers survive to this day. This group (which sings a-cappella)
is currently made up of the original members’ sons and cousins
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Sun Light Jubilees

Additional stand-out quartets included the Sunlight Jubilee Singers of Alameda, Walter Green and the
traditional Swanee River Singers, who stuck with the old a-cappella format for many years after it went out of vogue,
and the Golden Keys of Oakland organized by record store proprietor Talmadge Emerson in 1950.
In March of 1943, Maxine Blackburn organized a Gospel Singers’ Fellowship Circle. The purpose of this
organization was to establish closer ties between choirs of other churches, a sharing of talent and resources, to
improve and build up Sunday evening services and to raise funds to buy music and defray expenses of choir needs.
Out of this, a fellowship of choirs (mass choir) was put together at the Oakland Auditorium in August, 1948.

The idea of a “mass choir” and its impact on the church community were certainly picked up by choral pioneer Sir
Jules Haywood who is included on this collection with the 79th Baptist Convention Thousand Voice Choir of San
Francisco. Haywood frequently conducted mass choirs in San Francisco during their heyday in the 1950s.
Maxine Blackburn’s ideas certainly inspired Abraham Battle. Battle was born in Haynesville, Louisiana. Battle
moved to Oakland during World War II. Inspired by the Golden Gate Quartet, Battle put a group together called the
Starlight Quartet, utilizing singers from his storefront church, the William Chapel Baptist. The Starlights became
polished and competitive and won out in “quartet battles.”
The Southern Travelers and the Rising Star Gospel Singers competed for public acclaim over KWBR at the
time. After a tour with the Gay Brothers, managed by Battle, the original Southern Travelers split up. Drawing from
other groups, Battle rebuilt the Southern Travelers and made them into a winning team. They recorded for Bob
Geddins on Big Town. But because the War had taken many singers away and engagements were scarce, Battle was
forced to disband the Southern Travelers. He briefly hitched up with the Silver Stars and got them a regular show over
KRE.
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Disenchanted by the way things were going in the quartet world, Battle decided to do something about it.
Inspired by Maxine Blackburn’s work, Battle opted to try and pool talent by forming an alliance. Battle was blessed
with natural business skills and management ability. He gathered together quartets from around the West Coast area
and formed the Standard Jubilee Singers Convention. At first the idea seemed to work on the basis of mutual support.
A meeting was held at the old Carla Hotel on Fourteenth and Market Streets in San Francisco in 1949. Groups around
the table included the Soul Stirrers, Famous Blue Jay Singers and the Pilgrim Travelers.
A convention charter was drawn up in support of equal rights for both professional and semi-professional
groups, and circulated across the country. Unity prevailed which lead to the setting up of the National Quartet
Convention under the stewardship of Rev. Kellum of Dallas. Battle became head of the Oakland chapter. A percentage
of earnings was ascribed as dues and placed into a general fund. A national headquarters was set up in Chicago in
1952.
More widely known singers took issue with the fact that they had to pay more in dues than those of lesser
reputation and financial draw. The major groups wanted a larger slice of the benefits, leaving less for those who had
to struggle to make ends meet. By 1956, Battle had grown apprehensive and skeptical of the path the organization
had taken. More money was going to fly delegates to conventions than to the artists.
Battle resigned in 1957 and set up the American Singers Association, an organization to fund housing and
care for financially strapped, elderly African-American singers and artists. The Harriet Tubman apartments for such
artists needing care was opened in Berkeley in 1972. The A.S.A. survives to this day.

A few brief radio station histories and notable disc jockeys:
“The coming of a new and growing wave of African American disc jockeys on the nation’s
airwaves led to the emergence of the first “black appeal” stations in the country. These
local outlets committed their entire broadcast schedules to programming by and for
African Americans. They were economically driven. During the postwar years, the radio
industry’s control over national programming, advertising, and listenership collapsed when
the major networks focused on television. Radio became a local and laissez-faire
enterprise. Stations had to fend for themselves amid increasingly cutthroat competition. In
these circumstances, the black radio consumer could no longer be ignored – especially in
urban markets. African Americans constituted a substantial percentage of the total
population. Ironically, the first radio stations to switch over to black appeal formats were
located in the South, and all but one were white owned. As with programs like “King Biscuit
Time” sponsored by the Interstate Grocery Company on KFFA, the dictates of the local
Southern marketplace prevailed over the customs of segregation.” (Voice Over – The
Making of Black Radio, William Barlow, Temple University Press, 1999.)
KRE came to Berkeley in 1922. The call letters were issued to the Maxwell Electric Company on Adeline Street. The
studios themselves were set up at the Claremont Hotel on Tunnel Road. Many developments later, KRE ended up
around 1936 at 601 Ashby Avenue (a property with foundations under water, owned by two elderly ladies.)
Rebuilding, drainage and transmitter installation were completed in 1937. Problem was the studios were located
directly adjacent to the Southern Pacific railroad tracks which meant the rumbling sound of freight could be heard in
the studios seven times a day. Listener complaints lead to a solution. After an agreement was set up with the railway,
technicians installed a mike on the roof of the building. Every time a freight was due to rumble down the side of the
radio studio, the driver would blow a whistle. This warned the radio announcer to fade out the music and ad lib a
Southern Pacific commercial.
The first regular jazz program was broadcast in the late 1940s. Bert Solitaire, an extremely popular deejay,
played the current Swing bands of the day. Then along came Don Hemby. Hemby had similar musical tastes to
Solitaire’s which pleased the station management.
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The Ivory Joe Hunter Band

In late 1945, Ivory Joe Hunter moved from San Francisco over to Berkeley after forming a partnership with
Don Hemby (Hambly) to set up Pacific Records from an office on South San Pablo Avenue in Berkeley. Ivory Joe’s
discography indicates that his 1945 through 1947 Pacific recordings were cut at a studio in San Francisco. There is
no reason not to suspect that one or two sessions originated at the KRE studios on Ashby Avenue in Berkeley. If the
Rising Star Gospel Singers’ Pacific sides were recorded at KRE at this time by Hemby, why not Ivory Joe’s? Both these
artists and Nick Esposito’s Pacific label work from this period are represented on this collection.

Nick Esposito, late 1940s

Many disc jockeys played popular black music on the Bay Area airwaves during the 1950s. The three best
remembered for their patronage of African American music were “Jumpin’” George Oxford, “Big Don” Barksdale and
“Bouncin’ Bill” Doubleday. While all three – Barksdale, Doubleday and Oxford – held forth on Oakland’s KWBR (KDIA),
Oxford also programmed on KSAN in San Francisco, thus reaching a wider audience.
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Jumpin’ George Oxford at KSAN, mid-1950s

Southern-born Caucasian Oxford was also one of the most “influential” jocks in the Bay Area. Up until the
mid-1950s, a relative handful of stations on local air devoted little time to “ethnic” programming of any kind. Oxford
fielded “race” recordings with a smooth, deep, Southern drawl and a hip patter known as “hambone.” Many assumed
that Oxford was black. He began his KSAN show after eighteen years in radio in 1955. His slogan for the year was
“Stay alive in 55.” His opening theme was “Rock & Roll” by Buddy Morrow. Oxford was so popular you could hear him
morning, afternoon and night, forty-three hours a week. With all this exposure, his white as well as black listenership
grew in leaps and bounds.
Oxford sponsored and promoted R&B concerts – “Rock & Roll Jubilee” – at the Paramount Theatre in
Oakland and founded the Jumpin’ record label with Bob Geddins in 1955.

Bouncin’ Bill Doubleday on KWBR, Oakland, mid-1950s

KWBR evolved out of KLS, a small Oakland radio station founded in 1922 by Stafford and Eugene Warner.
The enterprise moved into Warner Brothers’ Radio Village near Lake Merritt in Oakland in 1937. The station, at 1310
AM, began targeting black listeners during the 1940s. Both “Big Don” Barksdale and John William “Bouncin’ Bill”
Doubleday became mainstays of KWBR which evolved into KDIA in 1959. KWBR touted itself as “The R&B Capitol of
the West.” Doubleday, from Lafayette, California, hosted “Sepia Serenade” from 7:35 to 8:45 AM and from 2 to 5 PM
on weekdays and from noon to 2 PM on Sundays. Doubleday stayed with the station for most of his life, becoming the
general manager in 1969.
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Don Barksdale at KLX, late 1950s

Don Angelo Barksdale was a major national celebrity before coming to radio. Barksdale had the potential to
achieve many great things were it not for the color of his skin. A graduate in 1941 of Berkeley High, he was permitted
to play on an all-white varsity basketball team because of his talent. He was a star 6’6” basketball center player at the
College of Marin twice, leading the junior college into California championship. After receiving a basketball scholarship
to UCLA, he entered the Service. More basketball triumphs followed after his military duty.
He opened his first record store and is noted for being the first black disc jockey on East Bay radio
appearing on the Oakland Tribune’s KLX in 1948. A year later, he moved over to KROW with the nightly “Harlem
Holiday.” In 1950, he began hosting “Sepia Review” on KRON-TV’s Channel 4. After establishing an ad agency and
beer distributorship (the first black-owned enterprise of its kind in the Bay Area), he set up an amicable deal with Bob
Geddins in 1957 to co-proprietor the Rhythm label. Prior to this, Geddins had himself set up a similar deal with Dave
Rosenbaum who founded Rhythm Records in 1942.
At first, Barksdale leased product from Bob Geddins who might have pressed some of his catalog.
Barksdale’s recordings included vocal group sides by the Mondellos, Tempos, (Bay Area) Marcels, (San Francisco)
Lyrics and (Bay Area) Spinners. His R&B catalog included Rudy Lambert, Bob Jeffries, Charles Walker, Roland Mitchell,
Pee Wee Parham and Sugar Pie De Santo. Over in blues he recorded Little Willie Littlefield and Roy Hawkins, although
some titles may have originated at the Bob Geddins discery. Barksdale also dabbled in rock & roll with releases by
Jackie Gotroe.
On top of all this, Barksdale operated two nightclubs, the Sportsman on Grove Street and the Showcase on
Telegraph Avenue. Moving to KWBR in 1955, Barksdale built up the black listenership. In 1959, KWBR came up for
sale and Barksdale put in a bid for ownership. Because of the color of his skin, despite being a U.S. Olympic basketball
team member in 1948, Barksdale was passed over in favor of the Sonderling Broadcast Company in Memphis.
Stafford Warner sold the station to Sonderling who converted it to KDIA. To his further credit, Barksdale helped raise
over a million dollars for the Save High School Sports Foundation. Barksdale died in 1993.
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Sly Stone with his mother and siblings, late 1940s

The importance of Sly Stone in the development of popular African American music in the greater Bay Area
cannot be denied. The Stewart family came to the Bay Area from Denton, Texas during World War II. Alpha, the mother
of the family and an extremely religious woman, was soon involved with the Emmanuel Branch of the Church of God in
Christ of Northern California whose music department was organized by Fairdest Naomi Wagoner in 1938. Other
outstanding music graduates of the Emmanuel were Dorothy Hunt and Ola Jean Andrews.
The Stewart family became a part of the “singing stream” when the Stewart Four gospel singers were formed
in 1948. Sly, Freddie, Rose and Vaetta were all members who often stood around the family piano of an evening as
Alpha played popular gospel melodies for the group. In 1952, when lead singer Sylvester “Sly” Stone was only eight
years old, the Stewart Four recorded for the C.O.G.I.C.’s own label, Church In Christ. One side featured the family
singing “Walking in Jesus name.” The flip found the eight-year-old “Sly” singing and playing guitar to “On the
battlefield” (for my Lord), a song Alpha had picked up from San Francisco’s own Swanee River quartet.
While in high school, Freddie and Sly joined a mixed member and gender group called variously the
Viscaynes or Biscaynes. As the Biscaynes, Sly and the group enjoyed a Bay Area hit with their beautiful, lilting
rendition of “Yellow moon” on V.P.M. in 1961.
–– Opal Louis Nations,
February 2009
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Bob Geddins and sons, early 1980s

With invaluable help from Dan Kochakian, Victor Pearlin, Mark Carrodus, Wade Wright, Daniel Gugolz, John Broven, Lee
Hildebrand, Bob Bell, Eric LeBlanc, Steve Propes, Chris Smith, Betty Reid Soskin, Adell Lee, Abraham Battle, Jonas
Bernholm, Earl Watkins, Randy Tamberg, Chris Bentley, Dennis Leonis, Jim Dawson, Dick Bass, Steve LaVoie, Alec
Palao, Kirk Roberts, Robert Stallworth, Tom Mazzolini and Chris Strachwitz.
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Liner Notes by Opal Louis Nations:
Cool Blues, Jumps & Shuffles – Saunders King – Ace 865 (2002)
Doo Wop & R&R from Rhythm Records (Don Barksdale) – West Side 814 (1999)
Bob Geddins’ Big Town Story – Acrobat 9012 (2008)
Bob Geddins’ Cava-Tone Story – Acrobat 4037 (2008)
The Jaxyson Records Story – Acrobat 4263 (2008)
The Trilon Records Story – Acrobat 9011 (2008)
Bob Geddins’ Irma Records Story – Acrobat 4038 (2008)
The Four Aces (1946-1955) – Interstate 62 (1999)
King Louis H. Narcisse – Gospel Treasures (2001)
Tiny Powell Gospel Collection – Withasongtoo (2000)
The Olliet Records Story – Acrobat 3059 (2008)
Magazine Articles:
The Hawkins – Gospel’s First Family – Lee Hildebrand – East Bay Express (1978)
North Richmond Blues – Lee Hildebrand – East Bay Express (1979)
Magazine Articles by Opal Louis Nations:
Story of The Apollas – In The Basement 49 (2008)
Bay–Tone Records Story – Rock & Blues News (1999)
Ray Dobard & Music City Records – Blues & Rhythm 234 (2008)
Louis Madison & The Famous Flames of Oakland – Now Dig This (2004)
The Four Deuces – Now Dig this 219 (2001)
Bobby Freeman – Rock & Blues News (2000)
Johnny Heartsman – Blues & Rhythm (2003)
The Intervals – Rhythm & News (no date)
Morry Williams & the Kids – Blues & Rhythm 120 (1997)
Candy Man McGuirt – Blues & Rhythm 182 (2007)
The Rovers – Blues & Rhythm 163 (2001)
Ruth Black-Castille – Real Blues (1999)
The Combs Family (Dorothy Morrison, etc.) – Big City Blues (2005)
Stovall Sisters – Real Blues (2000)
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